A novel application of a spectral element method with a Fourier expansion in the third dimension is used to compute the flow past a cylinder with hemispherical ends. This cylinder is useful as it is a sphere at the small length ratio limit, while approaching a straight circular cylinder as the length ratio is increased. Measurements of the Strouhal frequency and mean drag are presented, and results of a grid independence study show that 128 Fourier planes were required to resolve the flow to an accuracy better than 1%. With 64 planes, forces were predicted accurate to 2%, but Strouhal frequencies were over predicted by approximately 8%. The measured Strouhal frequencies provide useful benchmark data for future low Reynolds number studies of the flow past short cylinders.
Introduction
An efficient alternative to the application of three dimensional meshes to model the flow past bodies that contain geometric symmetries [1, 12] is to utilise the symmetry properties of the body to simplify the mesh formulation. Examples of this include the numerous numerical studies that have used the span-wise uniformity of a straight circular cylinder [6, 3, 2] or the azimuthal symmetry of a sphere [22, 21, 20 ] to model the flow using a two dimensional plane grid, and modeling the variation in flow variables in the third dimension using a Fourier expansion.
This same technique was employed to good result in the determination of the stability properties of the flow past rings [15, 16, 17] . The ring is an example of a body that varies smoothly from a sphere towards a straight circular cylinder as a geometric parameter is varied. A circular cylinder with hemispherical ends is another such body, and has been the subject of recent experimental studies [13, 11] aimed at exploiting this property in the study of circular cylinders with small aspect ratios [8, 7] . This geometry is the subject of the present study, in which the flows are numerically simulated. The geometry is described by a length ratio parameter L R = L/d , where L is the length of the cylinder, and d the diameter, and a cylindrical-polar coordinate system is used, with the z-axis coincident with the cylinder axis as shown in Figure 1 .
The Reynolds number (Re = U d/ν) range of interest in this study is Re 300 , where U is the free-stream velocity, d is the cross-section diameter of the cylinder, and ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. This range encompasses the transitions to unsteady and three dimensional flows in the wakes behind both spheres and circular cylinders.
A cylinder with hemispherical ends differs from the aforementioned bodies in that the symmetry axis of the body is normal to the direction of flow rather than parallel. The details of the numerical treatment of this body is discussed in the section to follow.
Numerical methodology
This study employs the same spectral element code used previously to compute the three dimensional flow past circular cylinders [19] , spheres [20] and rings [17] .
For details regarding the spatial discretisation and temporal integration employed as part of the numerical scheme, see [9, 22, 5] . In brief, the computational domain in an rz-plane of symmetry was discretised using quadrilateral spectral elements, which were concentrated in regions where high spatial gradients in velocity and pressure were anticipated (that is, downstream and in the vicinity of the cylinder). Azimuthal discretisation was performed using a Fourier expansion, with P Fourier planes evenly distributed around the cylinder. The even distribution meant that a high number of these planes was required to resolve the wake. Within each element, high order Lagrangian tensor product polynomial basis functions were employed (with N interpolation points in each dimension), and integration over the computational domain was based on a Galerkin finite element method. An example of the mesh employed is shown in Figure 2 .
Temporal integration of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations was carried out using a three step operator splitting scheme, whereby the nonlinear advection step, and the pressure and diffusion steps were computed consecutively. The advection term was integrated using an explicit 3rd order Adams-Bashforth scheme. The pressure term was solved by projecting the intermediate velocity field onto a divergence free space (satisfying the continuity constraint), and solving the resulting Poisson equation. The diffusion term was solved using an implicit 2nd order Crank-Nicolson scheme. The computational mesh employed to discretise the cylinders in this study. Representative computed wake structures are overlaid (green iso-surfaces), the spectral element mesh plane (blue) and a slice through the Fourier expansion (red) are shown, and the interpolation points within each spectral element are visible. Inset: The entire computational domain.
Geometry specific treatment
In order to resolve the flow normal to a cylinder, a high number of Fourier planes are required. This imposes a restriction on the time step due to the Courant condition, as the spatial wavelength of the Fourier modes are proportional to r, and hence approach zero as r → 0 . A filter was applied to eliminate Fourier modes higher than the first mode as the radial distance decreased from r = 1 to r = 0 , which successfully mitigated this problem. Time steps between 0.004 ≤ dt ≤ 0.005 were able to be employed, depending on the Reynolds number.
To maximise the computational efficiency of the study, the first task was to determine the optimum number of elements and Fourier planes for the computations. Tests were performed on a sphere modeled using the present "crossflow" flow direction, and these were compared to numerical studies of a sphere that employed a traditional axial flow method [20, 17] .
Comparison of methods for the flow past a sphere
The element distribution over the rz-plane followed closely to past numerical studies for similar Reynolds number ranges [2, 17, e.g.] . Elements were concentrated close to the cylinder surface to resolve the boundary layer, and over the domain downstream of the cylinder to capture the axial variation in the wake. Figure 3 shows the convergence of global flow quantities with an increase in the number of polynomial interpolation points within each element (N 2 ). The results are compared to a highly resolved computation with flow in an axial direction from [17] . The figure shows that only the computations with P = 128 Fourier planes exhibited convergence of the Strouhal number parameter, indicating that P = 64 planes provided insufficient spatial resolution across the wake. Due to the exhaustive requirements of these computations, the optimum trade off between accuracy and cpu time was determined to be when P = 128 planes and N 2 = 121 nodes per element were employed, giving an error of less than 2% in terms of both mean drag force and shedding frequency.
The radial trajectory of grid lines away from the cylinder means that resolution drops very rapidly with increasing r. This loss of resolution is apparent from the plots in Figure 4 , in which (a) and (b) show the wakes computed using the crossflow grids, and (c) shows an accurate axial flow computation. The under resolved nature of the 64 plane computation is especially evident in Figure 4 (a).
The meshes employed in this study typically comprise 100 macro-elements around the hemispherical ends, plus additional elements along the cylinder span, each containing 121 interpolation points.
3 An axial force oscillation at small length ratios
For cylinders with length ratios 1 ≤ L R ≤ 4 , an axial oscillation in the force imparted on the cylinder was detected. A plot of the variation in the Strouhal frequency of this oscillation with length ratio is given in Figure 5 . The Strouhal frequency was determined from the peak of the Fourier spectrum recorded over 30 to 50 shedding cycles (peak to peak). For the sphere (L R = 1) there is no preferred orientation in which unsteady flow develops. The Strouhal frequency for a sphere is included in the plot as it appears to be a natural extrapolation of the St-L R trend to L R = 1 . This implies that the plane in which vorticity is shed from a sphere in the well known hairpin wake [4, 21] is orthogonal to the plane in which the Kármán wake forms behind a circular cylinder. It is therefore expected that the wakes behind cylinders with length ratios (1 < L R ∞) will exhibit both of these instabilities. For this feature, the upper limit of L R is yet to be confirmed, but the absence of an axial force component for a cylinder with L R = 10 suggests that the limit could reside within 5 < L R < 10 .
4 Wake symmetry and shedding frequencies at larger length ratios study tested cylinders with length ratios 1 ≤ L R ≤ 10 . Even with L R = 10 , the computed Strouhal-Reynolds number behaviour is very different when compared with a two dimensional circular cylinder, as shown in Figure 6 . The plot shows that although the critical Reynolds number for the onset of vortex shedding for this cylinder is within 10-20% of the corresponding value for a straight circular cylinder (Re c ≈ 47 [10] ), there is a large discrepancy between the trends of the curves beyond the transition. These computations illustrate the significant influence that the three dimensional flow over the hemispherical ends has on the shedding characteristics of the wake. Note that a zero axial force was computed for all Reynolds numbers with L R = 10 , whereas cylinders with 1 ≤ L R ≤ 5 all exhibited non-zero axial forcing. Wake symmetry about the cylinder half-span is therefore broken at some length ratio in the range 5 < L R < 10 . In most cases the axial side forces exhibited a zero mean, but in some cases a non-zero mean was recorded. This topic is pursued further in [18] .
Concluding remarks and direction for further study
At smaller length ratios (L R = L/d 5), the cylinder experiences forcing in both a transverse and an axial direction, suggesting that the flow is not symmetrical about the cylinder mid-point. The flow is symmetrical about the cylinder half-span for cylinders with L R 10 . 
